
Global Reach, Regional Support 

In addition to providing real-time customer service, we provide full service regional  
responsiveness to accomodate our clients needs. 

 
Headquarters 
IBS USA
5242 South College Drive
Suite 390
Murray, UT 84123

+1 801 263 1460
sales@ibs-partners.com

Global Offices

Offices

IBS has decades of experience in the Industrial markets, providing technical  
engineering services and fit-for-purpose software. We have designed and 

deployed applications to control large capital projects and operational safety for 
many Fortune 500 companies. Call us or visit our websites for more information.

www.ibspartners.com  |  www.continuum-edge.com

OPERABILITY    •    COMMISSIONING    •    SAFETY    •    TURNAROUND

With CE, your process plant has an integrated 
management system that maintains all 
construction, commissioning and start-up 
requirements, all maintenance and shut down  
functions, all plant upgrade and efficiency 
improvement activities. Incorporate a centralized 
documentation and change management system 
that protects the most important aspects of your 
business, the safety of your employees and your 
investment.

South America
São Paulo, Brasil

35 8844 1234
sales@ibs-partners.com

Southeast Asia
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

603 2615 2720
sales@ibs-partners.com

IBS Canada
Kelowna, British Columbia

250 718 4315
sales@continuum-edge.com

GLOBAL 
SERVICES

AND
SOFTWARE

Delivering Operational Excellence

Until Now...
Most systems do not manage daily operational work activities.  
They were not designed to control technical information.
They are limited by their abiility to perform only singular or partial functions.  

Now there is a solution, with no need to re-invent the wheel.  
ContinuumEdge® (CE) employs a total integrated risk management philosophy. 
All applications within the CE System combine into a central database to store all 
relevant information for your project and processes, helping guide your preparation 
and execution. And, CE integrates with your current software systems to provide a 
total solution for managing your facility or project.

The CE system integrates applications based on the workflow of industrial projects. 
Completions and Commissioning Management (CCMS), Safety Risk Management 
(SRMS) and Operability Development Management (ODMS) work together to create 
a comprehensive enterprise-level System. Combining the CCMS with the  
Project Governance system (PGMS) enables Managers to access level 5  
information throughout a project lifecycle (feasibility, detailed design, FEED,  
construction, completions/commissioning/startup or operations through to  
de-commissioning).

Our Software Support Services division supports implementation and training of our 
Systems, along with a Project Services division that provides contractors for project 
execution on a stand-alone project basis or specialized support services by task.

Industries Served

Mining & Metals

Oil & Gas

Power & Utilities

Underground 
Open-pit
Plant
Mill
Concentrator
Quarry

Energy
Power Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Nuclear

Crude Oil
Natural Gas 
Drilling
Refining
Processing
Offshore



IBS employs a Plant and Capital Project Services division that achieves operational and 
capital improvement objectives by understanding operational drivers, culture and tasks. 
We can perform a project execution on a standalone project basis or simply provide  
specialized support service by task.

•	 Mechanical Completions, Commissioning & Ramp-Up Services
•	 Operational Readiness & Development
•	 Operations & Maintenance Improvement Services
•	 CMMS Development (e.g. Standard Jobs, Spares, BOMs)
•	 Technical & Field Services (e.g. Redline and Drafting)
•	 Plant Automation & Controls
•	 Safety & Controlled Document Development
•	 Training and Curriculum Development (e.g. onsite, WBT, eLearning)

Plant and Project Services

Our Core Values
As a professional services company, our employees are the key to developing and  
sustaining relationships: they invest time with our clients, understand their businesses, 
retain accumulated client knowledge and pass it forward. Ultimately, our people deliver 
the work that adds value to our clients’ businesses.

Forging strong, long-term relationships with our clients has been the most important  
contributor to our success. Ethical conduct ensures these relationships are sustained over 
time—integrity, fairness, respect, and reliability cement our clients’ trust in us.

We are defined by our values:

•	 Competence
•	 Initiative
•	 Shared Commitment
•	 Integrity
•	 Teamwork 

Our Clients
Since 2006, we have provided technical engineering services and fit-for-purpose  
software. We have worked with many industry leaders throughout the world.

Our Software Solutions are designed to reduce the probability of environmental damage, 
equipment failure and loss-of-life. As an illustration of this, our Systems manage the full
lifecycle of a project by integrating plant and operational information, developing and  
maintaining critical assets and documents, and controlling daily work processes and  
activities. 

ContinuumEdge® (CE) is a cloud software suite that enables industrial enterprises to 
report and oversee multi-discipline tasks being performed in real-time. Coupled with rugged 
tablets and RFID tagging, CE enhances process safety management, reduces personnel 
“wheel spin” and improves overall enterprise traceability. Serving as an Operations and 
Maintenance development and tracking platform, CE integrates “critical processes” and 
operational development and safety into the product suite. CE identifies all critical  
workflows and information requirements to manage the planning, preparation and execution 
of engineering, completions, maintenance and safety related activities.

Benefits of Our Solutions
ContinuumEdge® is designed to:

•	 Centralize	information required for risk analysis and safety document 
development.

•	 Standardize the development and “linking” of Critical Safety Documentation.
•	 Manage	detailed plant information and eliminate inaccurate or conflicting data.
•	 Improve document searching through integration and advanced queries.
•	 Communicate with other applications to improve change management.

All	applications	are	available	in	English,	Spanish	and	Portuguese.

Benefits:
•	 Trusted source for professional services.
•	 Streamlined processes for global projects.
•	 Lower overall costs than our competition.
•	 Facilitate relationships and align goals.

The CCMS manages all aspects 

of construction and 
commissioning projects.

ContinuumEdge’s modular logic bares a striking resemblence to DNA, 
with strings of logic, sequentially interwoven with a brilliant design.

The ODMS integrates
activities, task dependencies
and deliverables to meet
“operational readiness”
business goals.

The SRMS looks at theentire safety spectrumof industrial operationsand delivers a set ofdocuments to support execution.

Data Integration 
Synchronize information between  
systems and databases. Transforms  
large sets of disparate data sources into  
a single, homogeneous data source.
 

Industry Web Applications
Improve clients’ operational abilities by 
providing secure and reliable cloud-based
connections from anywhere in the world.

Mobile Intelligence
Simplify operations through the use of 
remote, secure and robust mobile 
technologies, working in real-time. 

Project Governance      Engineering      Construction      Commissioning      Operations      Safety      Shutdown
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